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Abstract
The detection of single-top events with the CMS detector is discussed. Two selections are proposed,
aimed to measure single top production in the Standard Model t- and s-channel, respectively. The
perspectives of the measurements for an integrated luminosity of 10 fb  are described. The results
are based on detailed detector simulations, either based on GEANT4, or on faster techniques. The
reconstruction procedures developed by the CMS Collaboration are utilized.
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1 Introduction
In the Standard Model (SM) the top quark is a spin-  fermion with electric charge 

, the weak isospin
partner of the  quark, and a color triplet. Even within the SM the top quark is a very special object. Indeed, the
top quark is much heavier than all other quarks in the SM and the top Yukawa coupling is surprisingly close to











s. Therefore, the top quark decays long before it can hadronize [1],
providing a very clean source for fundamental information.
At the LHC the top quarks are expected to be produced either in pair or singly. Due to strong interactions of
the top quarks with gluons the 5765 -pair production mechanism dominates the top quark production rate. The NLO
computations [2] including the re-summation of the Sudakov logarithms (NLL) [3] lead to top pair production
cross section of about 830 pb. The electroweak single-top-quark production rate at the LHC is also calculated in
the SM to the NLO level of accuracy for all three production mechanisms classied by the virtuality of the involved
8
-boson: 5 -channel ( 9 :<;
ﬃ
), = -channel ( 9 :?>
ﬃ
), and associated 5 8 production ( 9 : A@ : ), indicated by
the Feynman diagrams in Fig.1. Since the LHC is a BCB -collider, the cross sections for 5 and 65 production are not
equal. The NLO cross sections are 152.6 pb and 90.0 pb for the t-channel 5 and 65 production respectively [4], and
6.55 pb and 4.07 pb for the s-channel 5 and 65 [5]. For the associated 8 production channel, the cross sections for
5 and 65 production are the same, giving for 8 D5E 8F 65 about G
ﬃ
pb [6].
The study of single top production provides a unique possibility to investigate many aspects of top quark physics,
that cannot be easily studied in 5H65 production. Some examples are:
- the direct measurement of I
KJ
(CKM matrix element);
- the investigation of the 5
8
 vertex structure and of the FCNC 5LNMKOHPQ couplings directly in the production
processes;
- the search for top anomalous couplings and s-channel resonances like 8.R -bosons.
Last but not least, single top quark production provides additional measurements of the top quark mass and of the


























Figure 1: Representative diagrams, describing three channels of the single top production.
Realistic signatures and strategies to search for the single top will be specied in details in the following sections
for the t-channel and s-channel production mechanisms. In general, the main problem in experimental studies of
the single top processes is to nd an optimal way to separate signal from backgrounds with rates much larger than
the signal. The problem of background reduction is signicantly more serious in single top selections comparing
to the top pair case mainly because of the following reasons:
- smaller invariant mass ( l= threshold) and therefore much larger backgrounds which include contributions
from larger gluon parton densities at smaller m in colliding protons;
- smaller number of nal high Bon jets and therefore larger sensitivity to the 8qp + jets background;
- top pair production itself, giving a signicant background contribution.
2
A priori, the most dangerous background comes from multi-jet QCD events, but such background can be reduced
substantially by considering only leptonic decays of the 8rp -bosons from top-quark decays. Therefore in this
study for both t- and s-channel production, nal states with one isolated charged lepton (muon or electron) are
used. This signature is supplemented by the requirement of missing energy, one or two jets from b-quark (b-jets)
and one or zero forward hadronic light jet.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section some details are given about the generation of signal and
background samples. In Section 3, results are shown for the selection of t-channel events. In Section 4, results are
shown for the s-channel.
2 Details on the signal and background generation
Two generators, SingleTop [8] (based on the CompHEP package [9]) and TopReX [10] were used to generate
events for all three single top production processes. These generators reproduce correctly the NLO distributions;
spin correlations, nite
8
-boson and 5 -quark widths, and non-zero b-quark mass have been taken into account.
(Details for the matching procedure are given in Ref. [8]).
The background processes, namely 8  6 , 8  6sEut and 8 EvHt , were generated with the CompHEP, TopReX,
and MadGraph [11] programs as indicated in Table 1. The hard process events containing all needed information
were then passed to PYTHIA 6.227 [12] for showering, hadronization and decays of unstable particles. The 5w65 and
8
Ext background events were generated by means of the same PYTHIA version.
In the event samples for the single top signal and the 8  6  and 8 Eyt






-bosons were considered. For the 5H65 background events not only leptonic but also hadronic 8 -





 this was not taken into account yet, however the corresponding correction is expected to be small.
The list of the signal and background process cross sections as well as generators used are given in the Table 1.














































































, and corresponding cuts were applied.
Table 1: Cross sections and generators for the signal and background processes
Process  , pb generator
5 -channel 245 (NLO) SingleTop, TopReX
5
8
-channel 60 (NLO) TopReX
= -channel 10 (NLO) TopReX








NExt 32.4 (LO) MadGraph
8
E t 9660 (LO) PYTHIA
8
EvHt 987 (LO) CompHEP, AlpGen

































These cuts allow to generate the signal events only in the kinematical region exploited in the current analysis. The




pb. No trigger cuts are applied at this
stage.
The CMS full detector simulation was performed with OSCAR [13] and ORCA [14]. The version OSCAR 3 6 5
was used in order to prepare Hits, ORCA 8 7 1 [14] was used to prepare Digis (Digis were mixed with the Pile-







 , produced ofcially by CMS),
ORCA 8 13 1 was used to prepare DST’s. FAMOS [15] (a program for fast simulation of the CMS detector) was
used for = -channel events, as described in Sec. 4.
A brief description of the reconstruction algorithms utilised in the present study is given below.
3
The muons are reconstructed by using the standard CMS algorithm combining tracker and muon chamber infor-
mation as described in Ref. [16], and tracker and calorimeter isolation cuts are applied, as described in Ref. [17].
The electrons are reconstructed by the standard CMS algorithm combining tracker and ECAL informations, see
Ref. [18].
The jets are reconstructed by the Iterative Cone algorithm with the cone size of 0.5 (Ref. [19]) and for the cal-
ibration both the Monte Carlo (in the t-channel analysis) and the ¬­Et

5z= (in the s-channel) methods are used
(Ref. [20]). For b-tagging a probability algorithm based on the impact parameter of the tracks is used, as described
in Ref. [21].











































) is the transverse energy of calibrated (raw)
jets.
3 Single-top production in Ã -channel
3.1 Particle distributions at the partonic level
Transverse momentum (Bon ) and pseudorapidity (

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Figure 2: Transverse momentum distributions of the nal b-quarks, the light forward quark and charged lepton at
the partonic level in signal events generated with SingleTop.
As shown by Fig. 2 the b-quark from top-quark decay, the charged lepton and the light quark have relatively large
transverse momenta and will be reliably reconstructed by the CMS detector. The additional b-quark, however,
is produced with small transverse momentum, making the reconstruction of the associated low-BDn jet, and its  -
tagging, very difcult. Therefore, only two hadronic jets in the nal state are required and only the muonic decay
of the top is considered.
A second specic feature of single top events is the production of a light jet in the forward/backward direction
(see Figs. 3). Therefore, a cut on the pseudorapidity of a such jet (i.e.   À  > v
 ~
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Figure 3: Pseudorapidity distributions of the b-quarks, the light forward quark and charged lepton at the partonic
level in signal events generated with SingleTop.
3.2 Analysis of the fully simulated events
The variables used for signal/background separation are introduced in this section.
The histogram of the number of jets for the signal (the solid curve) and the background events is shown on the left
part of Fig. 4. The pseudorapidity distribution of the light jet is shown on the right part of Fig. 4. From these gures
one can see a clear difference between signal and background events. In particular, the usefulness of requiring a
non-b-tagged jet at high  , suggested by the study at generator level, is conrmed.
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Figure 4: Numbers of jets with B n > v
ﬃ¥H/
O (left). Pseudorapidity (

) of the light jet (right).
In order to reconstruct the
8
-boson momentum, one needs to know the transverse ( hnŁ¿Ä ) and longitudinal ( bÅ'¿Ä )
components of the Æ momentum. The transverse missing energy ( ¯
/g°
) is taken as a measurement of ( NnU¿ Ä ). Sub-
stantial differences are seen (Fig. 5) between the reconstructed missing transverse energy and the ’true’ neutrino.
The bÅH¿Ä component is extracted from the quadratic equation:
5
Et (GeV)










































































































is used for 8 -boson momentum reconstruction.
In about 30% of the events  has negative values and therefore Eq. 2 has no solutions. This is due to the nite
detector resolution, mainly for the hadronic calorimeter HCAL, and to the presence of extra missing energy in the
event (neutrinos from meson decays and particles outside acceptance), as mentioned in Section 4.2. In this case
the parameter @ : is increased until  becomes non-negative(i.e. Ð
ﬃ
). Using this new value of @ : , ¤Å'¿ Ä is
calculated from Eq. 3.






















































n , is the vector sum of transverse momenta of all the nal reconstructed objects (jets, muon and
¯
/w°
) expected for the signal case, while @ :
n
is transverse mass of the
8







zero for signal. Figure 6 shows this variable for signal and 5'65 background after full simulation and reconstruction.
3.3 Kinematical cuts used for analysis














. These cuts reproduce the HLT selection.
Then, two pre-selection cuts are used:







¡ at least two hadronic jets, with transverse momenta (uncalibrated) B n > v
ﬃ¥'/
O .
For the 5 -channel analysis the combined  -tagging algorithm is used [21] and the Monte-Carlo calibrations for
hadronic jets are applied.
Before proceeding to the cut’s optimization procedure the following additional requirements are used:
6
| (GeV/c)TΣ|



































as discussed in Sec. 3.5;








¡ the second (light) jet should be in the forward region, i.e.   MKçP  > v
 ~
;
¡ jet veto: only two jets (calibrated) with B º»¼½ J
n è
1g~Ð'/




¡ a top candidate is reconstructed from the
8
-boson and the   -jet.
3.4 Search optimization by Genetic Algorithm methods
The specic kinematical features of the signal, like the number of jets, the vector sum of the transverse momentum
of the nal objects, and the transverse mass of the 8 -boson, are used for suppression of background events. The
selection strategy explores the cuts in different kinematical ranges in order to obtain good signal-to-background
ratio and large signicance. The nal optimizations of the cuts was done by using the Genetic Algorithm for Rect-
angular Cuts OptimizatioN (GARCON) program [26], which exploits mechanisms that have analogy in biological
evolution: breeding, mutation, collapse of the population, etc. Environment requirements select at each step of
evolution the best individual. In our case it is a requirement to have a cut values set which leads to the largest
possible value for a quality function, while keeping a reasonable number of signal events.
Genetic algorithms are very useful for maximization problems with a large number of discrete solutions or in




cut sets in a few hours on event samples of the order of
%'ﬃé
events. One can look
at some optimization examples listed in [26].
3.5 Analysis of the fully simulated events for 10 fb êië
In this study (dedicated to 10 ì integrated luminosity) for the optimization the following variables are used:
¯
/w°





. As optimization function,
the signal-over-background ratio times signicance is chosen.



























































The resulting efciencies after application of cuts and the resulting number of events are given in the Table 2. The
cumulative efciency of any cut is dened as the ratio of events after application of all the cuts up to that row over
the initial number of events.
Table 2: Number of events and cumulative efciencies for each cut used in the analysis of 5 -channel single top






 means: B nò >
1e~'/














GeV. The difference in efciencies after the isolated muon cut is due to different decay modes of the
8
-boson: 5 65 - all 8 decay channels, 8 Eyt - three leptonic modes ( 8 
e{z|i{
















































































































































Number of events 2389 1188 195 0 402
A special treatment is required for the background due to QCD-jets, due to its huge cross section. The currently
available DSTs have very small statistics. Typically each sample consists of ö
%'ﬃCﬃ
K events, while the the expected
numer of event for 10 fb  luminosity is about
%'ﬃ
) (Table 3). Moreover, no events remain after the application
of the pre-selection cuts. Therefore, in order to roughly estimate the impact of the QCD-background, the cuts are
applied separately, assuming they are uncorrelated. The results are given in Table 3. The requirement to have one

















depending on the l
ü
n range. It was found that contributions from higher l
ü




Table 3: Cross sections and number of events for 10 fb , for QCD-jets. The suppression factors for QCD-
background are computed after the separate application of the pre-selection cuts: one isolated muon ( ÷Hø ) and two
hadronic jets plus missing transverse energy ( ÷ û ). ýÁMÝþeEßﬂE ¯
/'°
P is the number of events expected after application









































































300-380 6.4 nb G

































600-800 202 pb v











After the application of both cuts (i.e. ÷ø
#
÷ û ) the QCD-background gives a rather small contribution in comparison
































Therefore, one may conclude that QCD background will give a very small contribution to other background pro-
cesses (less than 8%) and it will not be considered in the following.
















The nal distribution on the reconstructed top mass is shown in Fig. 7. It is seen that such cuts provide a satisfactory
background suppression.
2Mass (B-Jet,W) in GeV/c
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Figure 7: The distribution on the reconstructed top mass, for signal only (left) and with background included
(right).
3.6 Systematic uncertainties
Three sources of the systematic errors are considered.
The theoretical errors to the total rate of the signal are calculated in detail in [23], and they consist of




















































The most relevant detector systematics are expected to be the uncertainties on the jet energy scale and on the










O with a linear dependence inside this range [29]. The  -tagging
9
Table 4: Number of selected events at 10 fb , with uncertainties due to different sources. An uncertainty of 5%
comes from luminosity, 4% from  -tag. The theoretical uncertainty of 4% is assumed for the signal events, 5% for




t , and 5% for 8 twt events. Here ý  is sum in quadrature the theoretical, JES and  -tagging
uncertainties, while ý ﬀﬁ includes also the luminosity uncertainty. The last column ( ý     ) shows the expected












5 -channel 2389 96 71 96 153 119 194 49




t 195 33 6 8 35 10 36 14
8
twt 402 20 0 16 26 20 33 20
uncertainty is taken as
Ñ
"
 [30]. The uncertainty due to luminosity is expected to be
~
 [24]. All these systematic
uncertainties, evaluated for 10 fb , , are given in Table 4.






























where ý and ýò are the quadratic sums, for signal and backgrounds respectively, of the errors quoted in
Table 4 (with the exception of the luminosity uncertainty).


























4 Single-top production in ( -channel






CKM matrix element, due to the completely different initial state, with respect to the
5 -channel mode. This involves only L (
6
L ) and + ( 6+ ) quarks, whose PDF’s are the best known, while the 5 -channel




















ÆUP , which cancels the PDF dependence. (Of
course this will require some care, since the selection cuts may introduce a dependence in the ratio if they select
different phase spaces for the 5z and the
|
Æ systems.)
An additional reason of interest on the = -channel production cross section is its sensitivity to the existence of
additional bosons, e.g. Kaluza Klein excitations of the
8
or high mass ,
p [25].
For this study FAMOS 1 4 0 was used for fast detector simulation, applied to generator level samples generated






=, . The number of events used is listed in Table 5.
4.1 High Level Trigger selection
The present analysis is based on leptonic channels, i.e. the top is identied and reconstructed by its semileptonic
decays into .Æ! nal states, with .
e{z|
. So, the signal will be looked for in events for which the single lepton
triggers red.
Here the HLT Bn thresholds from the CMS DAQ-TDR [22] are assumed: 19
'/
O for the single muon and 29
H/









effect of these selections is shown in table 6. The dilepton triggers are not used since the signal is expected to
have only one hard lepton, while some important backgrounds have two (e.g. 5 65 2.Æ!.ÆU , 3  6  ). The single-jet
trigger [22] has a very high threshold, unt to the spectra of jets from top decay (B n > 657
'/
O , while the mass
10
Table 5: Cross sections, generators and number of events simulated with FAMOS for the signal and background
processes.
Process (decay channel) 
#
æ4 , pb generator n. of simulated events
= -channel ( 8 
e{z|i{
ﬀ ) 3.3 (NLO) TopReX 233.000
5 -channel ( 8 
e{z|i{
ﬀ ) 81.7 (NLO) TopReX 690.000
5]65 ( 8  anything) 833 (NLO) PYTHIA 2.760.000
8
5 (2 8 
e{z|i{
ﬀ ) 6.7 (NLO) TopReX 100.000
8
5 (1 8 
e{z|i{




 ( 8 
e{z|i{
ﬀ ) 100 (LO) TopReX 549.000
8
EvHt ( 8 
e{z|i{















 ) 116 (LO) CompHEP 59.000
difference between the top and the 8 plus the  is around 90
'/
O only), and the same holds for the three-




O respectively), which would anyway select much more 5 5
background than signal. Also the combined trigger for jet and ¯
/C°
has thresholds too high for the single top case:
180
H/
O for the jet, 123
H/
O for the missing energy.





5 , with threshold 19
H/
O for the electron (in order to make the electronic sample more coherent with the
muonic sample) and 45
H/
O for the jet. This value has been chosen to be the same as the threshold for the ﬀ -jet





5 trigger. It also corresponds to roughly one half of the kinetic energy available to
the decay products in the rest frame of the top quark. Of course a detailed optimization of this threshold against the











range, compared to the efciencies of the two single lepton triggers, is shown in table 6.







23.9% 25.4% 21.0% 17.3% 24.5%
%

24.9% 25.5% 36.0% 13.7% 0.4%

#
t 7.0% 7.0% 16.0% 0.7% 0.1%
Table 6: Fraction of events selected by the single-muon, single-electron and electron plus jet triggers, for signal
and some representative backgrounds.
4.2 Preselection
The selection strategy can be summarized as a preselection followed by tight cuts on several discriminating vari-
ables, with thresholds optimized with a Genetic Algorithm technique.
The preselection is as follows:
¡ The event has to re at least one of the triggers envisaged in Section 4.1 (including the proposed 
#
t ).
¡ The event must contain one lepton (
g{)|





O and no other lepton above
%§ﬃH/
O ; the









¡ Exactly two jets must have Bon
è
1gﬃ'/





the jet momenta are considered uncalibrated, and the angular region taken into account is  ,8/
1U ﬃ
). Jets
matched to less than two charged tracks are ignored in this counting.
¡ The lepton has to be isolated. The isolation criterion chosen in this analysis is to sum the BDn of all the tracks
in a cone of  ;
ﬃ! 
v around the lepton track, and to reject the event if this sum is greater than 5% of the





measured by ECAL and B by the curvature of the electron track.
¡ Both jets should have a positive b-tagging discriminator value.














mass constraint is applied in order to extract the longitudinal component of the neutrino, as described in




is used (see Sec. 3.5). Differently
from Sect. 3.5, the criterion chosen for this analysis if they are complex is to use only the real part of  ÅH¿Ä
(assuming that the imaginary component only comes from resolution effects).
This is justied by Fig. 8, showing the variable  as dened in Eq. 3 using different ¯
/g°
denitions for illustration
purposes. In Fig. 8a, the true neutrino transverse momentum is used inside the W mass constraint equation (Eq. 2).
In Fig. 8b it is replaced by the vectorial sum of all the invisible transverse momenta at generator level, showing
how this affects the fraction of events that don’t give real solutions. At last, Fig. 8c is obtained with the realistic ¯
/¦°(as used in the analysis), including all the detector effects in a realistic LHC environment (i.e. including pile-up).
In the three histograms  is progressively smeared, but most of the events with  ;
ﬃ
are still very close to the
peak. The requirement of giving real solutions to eq. 3 may be safely loosened allowing for those small negative
values, and the rejection of events clearly incompatible with the W hypothesis is achieved by requiring, instead, a
cut on the transverse mass of the lepton-
¯
/w°
system, as said above.
(GeV/c)^4




























as: (left) BŁn of the true neutrino from 8 decay, (center) vectorial sum of all the invisible transverse momenta at
generator level, (right) ¯
/°
used in the analysis, including detector effects, pile-up, etc.
It is estimated that with an integrated luminosity of 10 fb , the number of s-channel events surviving these cuts is
1010
Ñ







5]65 , 160 Ñ 10
dileptonic 8 5 , 1150 Ñ 40 single-leptonic 8 5 , 1400 Ñ 35 8  6 ; the uncertainties quoted are only those due to the














 (this is justied




for s- and t-channel single top,
48%/52% for 5765 , 53%/47% 8  6 ), and neglecting tau decays, 200 Ñ 90 3  6  events are estimated. Details on the
effect of the preselection cuts on the considered samples are in Table 7 and 8.
























are generated (of course additional jets may come from the showering). With this constraint, the








, resulting in 4750 Ñ 500 expected events. For consistency, also other 8 EÁýt samples should

















t 174 pb). This work is currently in progress and in the present
note the study is limited to the 8 Euv't sample, representing the main contribution.
As in Section 3.5, the multi-jet QCD contribution is neglected. This is justied by observing that the rejection
factors calculated in Table 3 are then followed by the  -tagging of both jets (differently from the t-channel analysis,
where only one  -tagging is required). One can have a rough idea of the supplementary rejection factor introduced






twt samples in Table 7 and 8. A more
accurate estimation of the QCD background is ongoing.
4.3 Genetic Algorithm analysis
The following observables have been chosen in order to further discriminate between signal and background after
preselection:
¡ the jet  -tagging discriminants;
¡ the jet transverse momenta (after  ¬±­t  5  calibration);
¡ the mass of the reconstructed top;
12
Table 7: Efciencies of the preselection cuts, with respect to the initial number of events, for the signal and the
main backgrounds. Here .D
e{z|i{
















































































































































































Table 8: Efciencies of the preselection cuts, with respect to the initial number of events, for other backgrounds.
Here .N
e{z|i{











twt sample is generated with (exactly)









(this results in an indirect bias on the 8 spectrum, yielding






















































































































































































































¡ the magnitude of the vectorial sum in the transverse plane of the momenta of the reconstructed top and of
the remaining  -jet;
¡ the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all the reconstructed objects, as dened in eq. 5.
The reconstructed top quark is formed by the 8 candidate reconstructed as described in the previous section, and
one of the two  -jets, chosen according to the value of the jet charge (  À ), dened as the sum of the charges
of the tracks inside the jet cone, weighted over the projections of the track momenta along the jet axis. Since in
5 decay the 8 and the original  quark have opposite sign of the charge, the jet with  À most opposite to the
8
is used for top reconstruction. Table 9 shows a comparison with the more popular strategy of choosing the 8 
pairing with the highest B n .
Strategy Good pairing Wrong pairing
Highest-Bn top 56% 44%
 À most opposite to  ¼ 67% 33%
Table 9: Comparison of the effectiveness of two different choice criteria for top reconstruction ( 8 ±x pairing), in
signal events. A good pairing is given by a distance  ;
ﬃU ~
between the chosen jet and the  quark from top
decay.
The distributions in Figures 9-12 show the events expected after preselection for 10 fb  integrated luminosity, tak-
ing into account the expected cross sections in the Standard Model for the signal and the considered backgrounds.
The cuts on these variables are optimized by means of the same genetic algorithm procedure described in Sec. 3.4.
The surviving events after these cuts are shown in cascade in Table 10.




= -channel events surviving the












































The following sources of systematic uncertainty are considered:
13




































Figure 9: Transverse momentum distribution of the rst (left) and second (right) jet in the event, with jets ordered
in Bn and  ¬±­t

5  calibrated.




























Figure 10: Distribution of the b-tagging discriminant of the rst (left) and second (right) jet in the event, with jets
ordered in Bn . No jet has negative values for the discriminant due to preselection, see Sec. 4.2.

































Figure 11: Invariant mass (left) and transverse momentum (right) distribution of the reconstructed top.





























Figure 12: Distribution of the scalar (left) and of the vectorial (right) sum in the transverse plane of the momenta
of the lepton, of the
¯
/°
and of the two  -jets.
¡ Luminosity uncertainty.

















































































































¡ Normalization uncertainty for background.



















 , corresponding to the theoretical uncertainties on the cross sections quoted
in Table 1.
¡ Jet Energy Scale (JES) uncertainty.
Using a calibration method based on 5H65 events [29], the JES uncertainty after 10 fb , integrated luminosity
is expected to be Ñ
~





O , and Ñ v
 ~

for B n > 50
'/
O . In the region
between 20 and 50
'/
O , a linear dependence EB n
/











is a rough approximation of the true dependence.
Rescaling the energy and momenta of the jets by those factors, a variation of Ñ
%C ﬃ




















 . This systematic is positively




 , and anti-correlated between these and 5 65 (since an
increase in the number of jets above the threshold gives a higher rejection factor for this background, and
viceversa).










uncertainty on the overall selection efciencies, but work is ongoing for a better estimation.
¡ Top mass, Parton Distribution Fuctions, Initial/Final State Radiation modelling.
For all these systematics sources, the procedure of error estimation was the following. A large sample
of signal events has been generated through the complete chain and the dependence of the preselection
efciency (i.e. after the selection described in Section 4.2) for signal, ÷&F íÝï  ïHG , as a function of l= was obtained.
Next, using only the event generator TopReX a statistically signicant sample was generated with another set
of parameters. Thus, the original preselection efciency was reweighted according to the new l= distribution.
It is assumed here that these relative systematic uncertainties, determined for the preselection efciency,
hold as well for the nal efciency.




, where the central
value is consistent with the Tevatron measurements and the variation is (conservatively) the uncer-
tainty expected after the rst 10 fb , of LHC data. One hundred of samples were generated with
different values of -J in this range. The obtained distribution is tted with a Gaussian distribution to
extract the systematic error on the choice of -K .The relative systematic error on the selection efciency
corresponding to one standard deviation is equal to  ML


=0.5% for the s-channel single top.
– Parton Distribution Fuctions.
To extract the dependence on the PDF uncertainty, two different PDF sets with their error sets were
used: CTEQ61 (40 error sets) and CTEQ6M [31] The relative systematic error from the PDF choice
is estimated, as above, as the RMS of the largest of the two distributions obtained for CTEQ61 and
CTEQ6M. The result is ?N -?O


=0.7% for the s-channel single top.
– Initial/Final State Radiation modelling.
The procedure described in Ref. [34] was used to estimate the systematic uncertainty from the amount
of initial and nal states radiation. The model parameters were varied in the ranges
0




 AP from 0.25 to 4 GeV







=0.5% for the s-channel single top.
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Table 11: Number of selected events after 10 fb  and systematic uncertainties.
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4.5 Background normalization
Table 11 shows that the systematic uncertainties on the number of 5'65 selected events are quite large if compared to
the number of signal events. This has a huge effect on the precision of the extracted cross section, as explained in
Sec. 4.6.
In order to constrain the background, a control sample has to have the following properties:
1. the background process of interest is the vast majority of the selected sample (any contamination, including
the signal, introduces a bias);
2. the selection is orthogonal to the main sample (in the sense that no event should enter both the main and the
control sample);
3. the main systematic effects have roughly the same impact in the control sample as for the background events
in the main sample.
The 5]65 events in Table 11 are, in
"U%






















 events give a negligible contribution). These
two categories of events are very differently affected by the Jet Energy Scale variation described in Sec. 4.4: in












 events, having two quarks, are affected almost in the same
way as the signal.
Here a selection is described for two control samples to be used to constrain the 5 65 background and so reduce the
impact of its uncertainties on our cross section measurement.
4.5.1 5]65h v!.!EYX enriched control sample
This sample is obtained by the same selection as in Sec. 4.2, with the only difference that instead of requiring one
only lepton, two are required. They are taken of different avours (i.e. one electron and one muon, in order to get
rid of backgrounds with a 3 ) and of opposite sign, in order to reduce backgrounds where a  Z. decay, or some
other source of extra leptons, fake a
8
6. decay.
This selection is expected to yield, in 10 fb , , 7580 5]65 events, 107 8 5 events, 3 8²8 events. Single top (t- and
s-channel) contribution is expected to be negligible. By varying the Jet Energy Scale and the b-tagging efciency















. The ratio  º
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between the efciencies in the







, whose variations under JES and b-tagging efciency














.!EYX enriched control sample
In this case the difference with respect to Sec. 4.2 is the request of three jets instead of two. Moreover, since
statistics is very high and one of the main goals is to reduce as much as possible contaminations, only the muon
channel is used, being cleaner than the electronic channel.
The result is a sample composition of 57.800 events in 10 fb  , with a contamination of 3270 5H65$ v!. , 1630






t . By variating the












The selection efciency for 5765
%




. The ratio  º  between the efciencies in the
main sample and in this control sample is  º  
ﬃU ﬃU%H"
¢ , whose variations under JES and b-tagging efciency













ý  and ý ò and their estimated uncertainties are listed in Table 11.






































where ý and ýò are the quadratic sums, for signal and backgrounds respectively, of the errors quoted in
Table 11 (with the exception of the luminosity).



























































is the sum of the non-top backgrounds in the main sample, ý º

and ý º  are the total events selected in







 are their contaminations by non-top backgrounds, single top and other 5 65
decays.




















































































5 Conclusions and Outlook
Selection strategies are proposed for t-channel and s-channel single top production. Their effectiveness is shown
taking into account the expected statistics after 10 fb , . This is the rst analysis of single top events in CMS with
a complete detector simulation.
Both analyses result to be dominated by systematic uncertainties, and after evaluation of the main systematic













































where for s-channel two control samples are used to constrain the 5§65 uncertainty.
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